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May 3, 2013  Decision of Graduate Faculty to 

Dismiss Mr. Jun Yu From the Clinical 
Psychology Program 
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Jun Yu, M.Ed. 
5144 Beckett Ridge 
Stow OH 44224 

Dear Mr. Yu 

Idaho State 
UNIVERSITY 

Department of Psychology 
921 S 8th .Ave, Stop 8112 • Pocatel!o, idaho 83209-8112 

May 3. 2013 

The Graduate Faculty of the Psychology Department convened on May 2, 2013, to 
consider your progress toward completion of the doctoral degree in clinical psychology, The 
enclosed sun1mary of docun1ents revie\ved by the Clinica! 'rra.ining Cmnn1ittee and then 
forwarded to the Graduate Faculty of the Psychology Department was presented and discussed. 
It was the unanimous conclusion of the Graduate Faculty that you are not making satisfactory 
progress in the program. A formal ballot was taken to record the votes of the I 0 members of the 
Graduate Faculty present at the meeting; all I 0 members voted to dismiss you from the doctoral 
program in clinical psychology based on your unsatisfactory progress toward degree completion. 
One member of the Graduate Faculty was unable to attend the meeting. Had that one member 
been present and voted to retain you in the program, the percentage of hlculty voting to dismiss 
would still have been 91%, which exceeds the Graduate School's stated criterion for dismissal. 

The Graduate Faculty of the Psychology Department present at the meeting (I 0 of 11) 
also voted to award you the degree of Master of Science in Psychology. Your academic record 
meets all criteria for that degree. I will submit a Program of Study f()r the !viS degree to the 
Graduate School tor review. 'Ne recommend that Idaho State University award you the Master 
of Science degree in Psychology, to be conferred in August, 2013. 

You have the right to appeal this decision by following the procedures stated on pp. 16-
17 of the Idaho State University Graduate Catalog (www.isu.edu/graduate/catalog.shtml). 

Si~0 0 U-1-A 
Mark W. Roberts, Ph.D. 
Director of Clinical Training 

Cc. Shannon Lynch, Ph.D., Chair 
Department of Psychology 

Kandi Turley-i\mes, Dean 
Colkge of Arts & Lcucrs 

Cornel is Vander Schyt', Dean 
Graduate School 

Phone: 208~282-·2462 • ~ax: 208-·282-4832 • V"i''Nifi.Isu.edu/psych ISU Documents 0021 
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Chronological summary of documents found inJun Yu's Program File and 
Internship File pertinent to faculty review of progress toward degree 

completion 

}>rofcssional requirements listed in the Graduate Catalog for the doctoral degree in clinical 
psvchologv: 

1. Required Professional Courses 

PSYC 5517 Interdisciplinary Evaluation Team 
PSYC 7725 Psychology Clinic Practicum 
PSYC 7724 Community Practicum 
PSYC 7749 Clinical Internship 

2. Evaluation of Professional Requirements 

1 credit 
4-7 credits 
0-3 credits 
3 credits 

"Progress in the development of professional skills is evaluated by faculty supervisors 
and the Clinical Training Committee. Satisfactory evaluation of professional development by the 
Clinical Training Committee is a degree requirement." 

Mr. Yu's Record 

Course Registration. Credits. Grades 
PSYC 7725, 1 credit, Fall 2009, Roberts, A 
PSYC 7725, I credit, Spring 20 I 0, Atkins, B 
PSYC 7725, I credit, Summer 20 I 0, Atkins, A 
PSYC 7725, I credit, Fall 2010, Cellucci, A 
PSYC 7724, I credit, Spring 201I, Seikel, A 
l'SYC 7725, l credit, Fall 20 Il, Lynch, A-
PSYC 7748, l credit, Fall20ll, Landers, U 

Rating data of performance, given 
expectations based on student's year 
in the program 

ExceedsM.eets Below NA 
0 ]5 0 4 
18 15 1 5 
15 23 0 1 
1 35 0 3 
10 22 2 5 
1 16 5 16 
0 15 16 8 
0 33 4 2 
0 22 0 17 

J'SYC 7725, l credit, Spring 2012, Haight/Roberts, B 
PSYC 5517, 1 credit, Spring 2012, Roberts, A 
PSYC 7749, I credit, Spring 2013, Speers, U (different form used for intems- see below} 

Mr. Yuhas passed (A or B) the required professional course requirements, other than the 
clinical intemship (PSYC 7749). He has completed none of the required 3 credits of internship 
and was dismissed from his non-standard internship site on April 4, 20 I 3. 

Qualitative Evaluations Years 2 & 3 

During his .first three years (Fall 2008 to Spring 20 l l) of professional training (i .c., 
course work, team observations, ADA evaluations; clinic and community practicLtm 
assignments), i'vlr. Yu's quantitative ratings (above) were typical of all other students. First, very 
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few "Below Expectation" ratings were obtained, since students in the early stages of professional 
development arejust beginning to learn the basic processes of professional service delivery and 
are rated accordingly, Second, community supervisors (PSYC 7724) tend to he more generous 
with "Exceeds Expectations" ratings, relative to clinic supervisors (PSYC 7725), Some 
qualitative concerns had been noted, however, in the narrative sections of evaluations provided 
by supervisors. 

Atkins (May 20 I 0) stated: 

" ... his conversational skills are still subpar for doctoral level training expt•riences in both 
assessment and treatment ... " 

Atkins commented in July of2010 after the completion of his summer clinic prauicum; 

"Fluent English is still a concern, especially when testing younger children. Also, 
language was at times a concern during supervision, as I was not always confident that he 
fully understood my instructions." 

Seikcl reported in April 2011 that: 

''His clients did not continue sessions with him, ·which could have been [l(>rJ various 
reasons (including prejudice on the clients' side), and he will be \Vorking to address this 
in luture practica." 

Roberts worked intensely with i'vlr. Yu during spring semester of 2011 beyond the formal 
practicum structure to prepare him to implement a standardized, 5-session clinical trial witlt 
recruited families in China during the summer of2011. To his credit, Mr, Yu wa; successful at 
this clinical task during the summer of20 11. His dissetiation data indicated that he pcriimncd in 
a therapist role withl9 Chinese families with a disruptive child between 2 and 6 years of age. He 
maintained a supervisory relationship with Dr. Roberts during the summer via Skype. 

At the end of Year 3 all students are reviewed by the Clinical Training Committee for 
internship readiness. Mr. Yu was granted a qualified permission by Clinical Training Comminee 
in May of20ll to apply to APPJC internships in Novemberof20ll. Specitkally: 

''The committee reviewed Jun's APPIC hours, as well as the quality of his 
professional development. His current Intervention hours (69), Assessment hours (81). 
and Supervision hours (142) do not compare well to our empirical reference points 
provided by our 2009 and 20!0 cohorts of successful APPJC applicants. Those two 
reference groups (2009/2010 cohorts) provided accumulated median hours (by November 
l of the application year) at 549/771 (Intervention), 399/347 (Assessment), and 302/415 
(Supervision), respectively. Language barriers have been a continuous is,;ue in obtaining. 
sufficient supervised professional practice ft>r Jun, Jun's expressive speed1 in English 
remains "halting" at times, which is a real problem in alliance fi:llmation with American 
clients. The commiuee has confidence inJun's development as a sdentisl, a writer, and 
in clinical case conceptualiz.ation, especially for disorders of childhood. lf Jun is to apply 
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this November to APPIC sites, he must identify sites in which his Chinese language is a 
strength, rather than a liability. The Clinical Training Committee can only support Jun's 
applications to such sites. We believe sites exist that serve Chinese immigrant 
populations and would be pleased to have a psychology intern well versed in child 
disorders and parent-child assessments/treatments who is !1uent in Chinese." 

Fall Semester 2011 

Mr. Yu applied to !3 APPIC sites, only 2 of which mel the Clinical Training 
Committee's requirement that he limit his search to " ... sites in which his Chinese language is a 
strength, rather than a liability." He was offered four interviews to compete further at those four 
sites. He did not match at any site during either Phase [or Phase 11 of the APP!C internship 
match system during the spring semester of2012. 

Clinical Externships (PSYC 7748) are not required, but commonly taken and sought by 
students to obtain supervised experiences in community settings, to obtain funding, and to 
compete for APPIC internships by accumulating specific professional experiences. tvlr. Yu was 
nominated for an extemship at the Behavioral Health Clinic at Eastern Idaho Regional Medical 
Center (ElRMC) during spring semester 2011, which commenced in late August, 201 J. Since 
this externship emphasizes youth and adolescent testing, it was thought that Mr. Yu could 
perform well at that site, since accurate test administration is an objective task which could be 
rehearsed in advance. Moreover, he had successfully completed both of the required testing 
courses (PSYC 6620; PSYC 6621) and three ADA evaluations in the ISU Psychology Clinic. 
Unexpectedly, he was dismissed from that externship site on November 4, 201!. Dr. Landers, 
the site supervisor provided the qmmtilative ratings listed above, which included 16 "Below 
Expectations" (B) ratings. His written comments on the rating form included: 

" ... he is significantly lagging in all of the "B" rated areas of fi.mctioning primarily as it 
relates to cultural awareness and competency ... his deficits have made this practicum one 
that was not a good fit and placed him, patients, and psychology services at the hospital 
in a di!1icult position." 

In his letter dismissing Mr. Yu from the extcrnship, Dr. Landers stated: 

"My concerns do no! revolve around effort. Rather, I have consistently observed that Jun 
Yu is unable to grasp the communication nuances that are required to build rapport with 
difficult patients, administer standardized tests with dif1icult patients, conceptualize 
clients from a broad perspective and coherent psychological theory, and provide feedback 
to patients and other hospital providers regarding the outcome of psychological 
assessment." 

Mr. Yu filed a fonnal grievance in response to his dismissaltrom EIRMC. On December 
13,2011, the university was notified that Mr. Yu had !!led a complaint against Idaho State 
University with the Idaho Department of Labor, Human Rights Commission, alleging violation 
of Title 67, Chapter 59, of the Idaho Code. which prohibits discrimination based on race, color, 
sex, religion, age, national origin, or disability (Complaint No. ED-1211-219). Upon rc\iew of 
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the evidence provided in response to the complaint by Idaho State University, the Commission 
reported on November 16,2012, that 

"Based upon the evidence submitted, we find no probable cause to believe that unlawful 
discrimination has been.established. Therefore, pursuant to the Rules of the Idaho 
Human Rights Commission, this case is dismissed. IDAPA Section 45.0!.0!.300.24" 

In its letter to Mr. Yu of November 21, 2011, the Clinical Training Committee provided five 
specific curriculum requirements to begin to address the concerns raised by Dr. Landers in hopes 
of preparing Mr. Yu for internships, which might have commenced in the summer of2012. 
These professional development activities included contimmtion of his current ISU Psychology 
Clinic Practicum with Dr. Lynch, spring semester practicum with Dr. Haight (PSYC 7725), 
spring semester IET with Dr. Roberts (PSYC 5517), a family therapy case with Dr. Roberts in 
which he was toperfonn with relative independence (i.e., the protocol he used repetitively 
during the summer in China), and two additional ADA evaluations. Two amendments to its 
recommendations ofNovember 21 were made by Clinical Training Committee, given Mr. Yu's 
resistance to the initial set of recommendations .. More latitude was permitted regarding the nature 
of the externalizing disorder child referral case (Item 4); assessments with children, rather than 
psycho-educational assessments with college students, were permitted (Item 5). 

The quantitative data at the conclusion of Mr. Yu's fall semester clinic.practicum with 
Dr. Lynch are provided above (five Below Expectation ratings). He was awarded an Incomplete, 
as a result of low client availability, which limited his fall clinic practicum activhy to one co
therapy case late in the semester. Lynch's qualitative comn1ents included: 

'·While Jun's commitment to seeking out empirically supported tream1ents is 
commendable, he appears to be tied to diagnostic criteria in his treatment planning and 
struggled to incorporate life problems in his consideration of clients and their treatment 
needs. When presented with alternative perspectives on this, he seemed resistant to 
supervisory input and at time defensive in his responses. This improved over time but 
was notable." 

Dr. Roberts met with Mr. Yu on December 19, 2011 to discuss the professional process 
issues surrounding negative feedback, given Dr. Lynch's report that he became aagry when 
reviewing his fall semester practicum evaluation. ln its fall semester wrincn cvalu~ttion of Mr. 
Yu, the Clinical Training Committee noted this episode and commented as follows: 

"A discussion between .fun and the Director of Clinical Training was held regarding the 
professional manner in which negative feedback from a supervisor should be addressed. 
It is always acceptable to disagree with a supervisor, provide the reasons f(>r those 
disagreements, and process the response of the supervisor to those disagreements and 
those reasons." 

Spring Semester 2012 
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Quantitative data from Mr. Yu's work with Haight/Roberts are noted above. Mr. Yu 
completed two co-therapy cases with Roberts, expanding his experiences {child abuse case and a 
middle childhood protocol), but was unable to perfonn independently with an externalizing case 
as recommended. He completed a pre-school referral evaluation, but the family discontinued 
services after the interpretation phase. He worked with one school refusal case with Haight, who 
commented: 

"Jun shows a passion and diligence for clinical work, but struggled to evidence his 
abilities to take on a primary therapist role. Jun also struggled at communicating 
difficulties or misunderstandings he was having with the case, at the supervisory level." 

In its spring semester evaluation of Mr. Yn. the Clinical Training Committee noted tl1at 
he successfully participated in the lET program and rehearsed several important intelligence and 
achievement tests for children. The four Below Expectations ratings by Haight/Robcrts were 
summarized by the committee as follows: 

"Both supervisors observed difficullies in clinical process skills that yielded the Below 
Expectation ratings. Specifically, Jun appears to struggle with alliance formation, 
sensitivity to client signals during sessions, and the ability to adjust assessment/treatment 
given ongoing circumstances. These were discussed thoroughly with Jun who disagreed 
with these conclusions and considered the concerns unjustified." 

Since rvlr. Yu failed to match for an internship with an APPIC site during the 2013-14 
internship year, the Clinical Training Committee (June 4, 2012) provided Mr. Yu with three 
options to address his internship training: 

1. Re-apply to the APPIC internship match system; 
2. Propose an internship he constructs himseiC meeting current guidelines; 
3. Propose a comparable internship in China, consistent with his career goals 

Speci lkall y: 

·'Jun must complete an internship to meet requirements for the doctoral degree in 
clinical psychology. Three di!Tcrent internship paths are available to Jun; each of which 
has been discussed with him. First. like many students who do not match during their Jirst 
attempt, Jun can re-apply next November. The clear problem with this path is that his 
dismissal from the externship last fall must be reported on the AAPI form, and the 
committee is currently unable to assert that the problems that surfaced during the failed 
cxternship have been overcome. Second, Jun can propose an internship he construc.ts 
himself (see the Clinical Student Handbook, pp. 26-27). Comparable internships can bc 
proposed by a student, subject to review and approval of the Clinical Training 
Committee. Roberts has provided Jun with the current APPIC criteria for member sites 
and an example of the most recently approved "comparable" internship. A primary 
reason for committee consideration of a comparable internship is fi.1r the student who was 
approved to apply 10 APPlC internships, but who docs not match. This is Jun·s 
circumstance. Thin!, Jun can propose an internship experience> in China consistent with 
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his career goals. The Clinical Training Committee sees this third option as possessing 
two specific merits. First, an internship experience in China would preclude the 
communication difficulties that appear to be restricting his professiO!l!!l development in 
the USA. Performing psychotherapy in a foreign language and in a different culture is 
understandably difficult, gi¥en the subtle nature of communication. Second, an 
internship experience in China would provide Jun with opport1mities to fmm alliances 
with mental health protessionals in the region of China in which he hopes to perfc>nn 
clinical research and practice. Fmther, he could learn first-hand about current practices in 
Chinese delivery of psychological services and find niches for evidence-based western 
practices. Accommodations to standard western practices are assumed to be necessary for 
effective service delivery in China. As his dissertation demonstrates, parenting 
approaches for the treatment of disruptive pre-adolescent problems can be well received 
and effectively practiced, given culturally relevant accommodations." 

Julv 2012 to Apri12013 

Beginning in July, 20!2, Mr. Yu requested the committee to consider Option #2, the 
construction of a comparable, but non-standard intemship. See the Internship Proposal file for 
all the details regarding the construction of the non-standard internship for Mr. Yu. The project 
was ultimately approved by the Clinical Training Committee and an Affiliation Agreement 
between Idaho State University and the Cleveland Clinic was formally approved (start date in 
January, 2013). The internship structure required a total of2000 hours oftraining experiences 
over a 12 month period with minimum hours of supervised practice defined for 
assessment/intervention (600 hours), support (300 hours), supervision (200 hours), research (200 
hours), and didactics (100 hours). The agreement required that Mr. Yu formally acknowledge the 
limitations of the non-standard site (letter dated November 19, 2012), which included the 
absence of due process by the site for student trainees and the absence offinandd compensation. 
On January 8, 2013, at the request of the internship director, Leslie Speer, Ph.D,, Mr. Yu signed 
a release ofFERPA information for " ... any and all intorn1ation from my student file requested 
by Dr. Speer." Subsequent discussions between Dr. Speer, the director of Mr. Yu' s internship, 
and Dr. Roberts, the Director of Clinical Training for the lSU Psychology Department, indicated 
spccillc concerns. Notes from a phone conversation on January 11, 2012, indicated that Dr. 
Speer had surmised that Mr, Yu ", .. was not as far along as expected.,." and that be manifested a 
·• ... slow learning curve." She also reported that Dr, Frazier, who was named in the approved 
internship as a second supervisor at the Cleveland Clinic, indicated Jun " .. ,was not ready for 
patient care,'' Consequently, Dr. Frazier discontinued working with Jun. Roberts rccommende<.l 
that Speer use the agreed upon ''Psychology Trainee Competency Assessment Form" as soon as 
possible (i.e., January) to establish a baseline and to gauge progress a! the agreed upon 
evaluation points for the internship (i.e., April, July, and December). 

'The Psychology Trainee Competency Assessment Fonn uses a rating scale that consists 
of the following levels: 

R - Needs remedial work 
F ·· Entry level/Continued intensive supervision is needed 
I !ntennediate/Should remain a focus of supervision 
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HI- High Intermediate/Occasional supervision needed 
A- Advanced/Skills comparable to autonomous practice at the licensure level 
NA- Not applicable for this training experience/Not assessed during training experience 

The common rating for interns is"!" (Intermediate) and the expected ratings upon internship 
completion include at least some HI ratings. In Section 15 of the approved internship contract 
(i.e., "Formal Evaluations"), the following agreements were reached between the Cleveland 
Clinic and the ISU Clinical Psychology Program: 

"Ratings for each domain are based on the expected level of competency, given Mr. Yu's 
prior training, which is anticipated to improve across the 12 months of the internship. As 
noted in the evaluation rating descriptions of the form, beginning interns usually can earn 
an"!" rating tor "Intermediate" levels of competency across most items; during the final 
semester of the internship, it is anticipated that Mr. Yu will earn some "HI" ratings for 
''High Intem1ediate" competency levels. Any ratings of"E" (Entry Level competency, 
typical of pre-internship practicum students) or "R" (needs Remedial work) should set the 
occasion lor a negotiated pian to address that competency." 

Data from the evaluations perfmmed by Dr. Speer on January 15, 2013 and April I, 2013 are 
summarized below. !fan area was judged "NA" by Dr. Speer, it is not listed. Mr. Yu's 
signature indicated receipt of the first evaluation; he did not sign the second evaluation, but 
provided a "rebuttal" to ISU (available lor review). 

Professional Conduct Ethics & Legal 
Individual and Cultural Diversity 
Theories & Methods of Psych DX /Assess 
Theories & Methods of Psych Intervention 
Apply Scienti lie Knowledge to Practice 
Professional Consultation 
Supervision 

Evaluation 1 
E, I, A, A 
E, I 
E, E, E, I 

E 
E 

Evaluation 2 
E, E, HI, A 
E,R,R 
R,E, E, E 
E 
E 
E 

Written comments by Dr. Speer from the two evaluations arc as lilllows: 

Evaluation I Summarv of Strengths 

"Jun is eager to learn. He seeks guidance and accepts constructive feedback well." 

Evaluation 1 -Areas of additional development or remediation. including recommendations 

"Main Areas 
Report writing 
Rapport building with families/child 
Ability to take feedback from supervision & demonstrate progress !rom week 
to week on identified goals (e.g., symptom based questions/examples, ADOS 
administration, etc.) 
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Awareness of level of abilities" 

Evaluation 2- Summarv of Strengths 

"Jun continues to be eager to learn and accepts feedback well." 

Evaluation 2 --· Areas of additional development or remediation, including recommendations 

"Jun has not mad~ pr.ogress. J1eis !lQtJe~rrJi!lg in_t~llegt)ll!l and assessment strategies, 
even with significant accommodations and support. Jun is unaware of own limitations. 
Combination of above factors put Jun at-risk for causing harm to patients . .Jun is unable 
to complete placement/internship. Contract will be terminated. Level of remedial work 
required is beyond scope of this placement." 

A fonnal Jetter of dismissal, dated April 4, 2013, was received by Dr. Roberts. Dr. Speer mole: 

"! am writing to notify you that! conducted Jun Yu's second performance review 
yesterday. As was discussed with him during our meeting yesterday, he h~s not made 
adequate progress and is unable to meet the demands ofhis placement here at the Center 
for Autism, thus l am left with no choice but to terminate the contract we have with him 
and Idaho State University. Moreover, Jun demonstrates limited insight into his own 
limitations as a clinician. 'I11is combined with his eagerness to perform activities he is 
not ready to perform, l believe, put him at significant risk to do harm to the 
1:m1ilics/patiems he may work with in the future. This was all directly and clearly 
discussed with Mr. Yu. I am sorry we could not come to a different resolution. Pltasc 
fed ti·ee to contact me with any questions." 

Conclusions ofthe Clinical Training Committee 

The committee concluded that Mr. Yu is not making satisfactory progress in the 
development of professional skills consistent with the requirements of the doctoral degree in 
clinical psychology. Despite four years (August 2008 m May 2012) in the standard curriculum 
on campus and three months in an approved clinical internship, he remains unable ro provide 
professional services in a manner consistent with expectations for a fourth year student or an 
intern. Neither faculty supervisors at Idaho State University (Roberts. Haight, and Lynch during 
his fourth year). nor faculty supervisors at the approved internship at the Cleveland Clinic (Speer 
& Frazier) granted Mr. Yu the expected degree of independent professional !l.mction, given his 
poor performance. All licensed supervisors are required to authorize only those professional 
responsibilities that a trainee can perform competentl.y. 

lt is the opinion of the Clinical Training Committee, based on Mr. Yu's objective record 
and the qualitative reports of multiple supervisors in multiple sites, that his poor pcrf(Jrmance is 
not simply a matt.er of poor linguistic communication with English-speaking patients and 
supervisors. ll appears that Mr. Yu lacks sufficient perspective-taking skills and conceptual 
abilities to become a clinical psychologist. Spedfically, he seems unaware of the impact of his 
behavior on patients and supervisors alike, failing to appreciate the perspectives uf those critical 
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audiences. Second, he appears unable to conceptualize a patient's current bio-psycho-social 
functions through the normal professional processes of integrating information obtained from 
interviewing, psychometric testing, direct observation, intervention trials, and individual and 
cultural differences. Third, he appears unable to adjust a professional course of action in 
response to patient needs, e.g., unable to notice and respond to patient distress in the moment. 
Finally, he seems to lack insight into his own shortcomings, resulting in ineffectual problem
solving and unsuccessful conflict negotiation . 

. Therefore, the Clinicl!l Training Cmmnil!ee recomm?.lldsthatthe Graduate .Facultyofthc 
Department of Psychology dismiss Jun Yu from the Doctor of Philosophy in Clinical Psychology 
degree program. 

The Clinical Training Committee recognizes that Jun Yuhas satisfactorily completed all 
the Clinical Area Requirements, the 12 credits of graduate electives, and the two methodology 
courses required for the Master of Science in Psychology. Although he did not perform a 
master's thesis at Idaho State University, he successfiJ!ly defended a dissertation that meets 
equivalency standards ior a thesis. Thereiore, the committee recommends that the Graduate 
Faculty of the Depat1ment of Psychology support a petition to the !SU Graduate Council that Jun 
Yu be awarded the degree of Master of Science in Psychology, with a confetTal date in August, 
2013. 

dJj_W\__114 
Mark W. Roberts, Ph.D. 
Director of Clinical Training 
May l, 2013 
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